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On behalf of Americans for Prosperity (AFP) and Freedom Partners Chamber of
Commerce (FP), we are writing in response to the U.S. Office of Personnel Management’s (OPM)
Notice of Proposed Rulemaking to revise Optional Form 306 (OF306) published in the Federal
Register on February 22, 2019. Although the proposed changes to federal hiring may be wellintentioned, requiring disclosure of any contact with the criminal justice system, even if it did not
result in a conviction, does little to make us safer. Such disclosure does, however, limit the ability
of Americans with arrest records to find employment, contribute to their communities, and provide
for their families. This change deters otherwise-qualified applicants, reduces the quality of the
federal workforce applicant pool, and has implications for the economic opportunity for countless
Americans. For these reasons, AFP and FP stand in opposition.
AFP recruits, educates, and mobilizes citizens to build a culture of mutual benefit where
people succeed by helping others improve their lives. Along with our 35 state chapters and millions
of grassroots activists, AFP works toward a criminal justice system that recognizes the potential
of all people to transform their lives and contribute to society, ensuring rehabilitation accompanies
punishment and providing second chances to those who are ready to improve their lives.1
FP believes in breaking down barriers that prevent people — especially the least fortunate
– from pursuing and achieving their dreams. FP supports common-sense criminal justice policies
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that pursue justice equally for all, inspire a culture of respect for every individual, protect and
enhance public safety, and foster personal and societal transformation.2
Because of our commitment to removing barriers to opportunity for all people, especially
the least advantaged, we believe the revisions to OF306 are counterproductive.

I.

Expanded inquiry into an applicant’s justice-involvement is unnecessary to
achieve the goal of hiring a qualified workforce.

Although the federal government should seek qualified individuals to fill open roles in
agencies, the proposed changes to Question 9 on OF306 will create an unnecessary burden on
applicants without enhancing the value of information for a hiring manager in a way that
meaningfully improves public safety. The current version of OF306 asks applicants whether they
have been convicted of “any crime” or offense.3 The proposed revision to this form asks applicants
whether they have “Been subject to judge or court specified conditions requiring satisfactory
completion before a criminal charge has been or will be dismissed.” This change is unnecessary
for two reasons: (1) relevant information about criminal history is already captured by the current
version of Question 9; and (2): such an inquiry would second-guess prosecutorial and judicial
discretion about who must record a criminal offense.
A. OPM already collects relevant information about an applicant’s criminal history in
relation the job held or sought.
The current version of OF306 provides a thorough review of an applicant’s crimes and
offenses, including misdemeanors and felonies.4 Although the existence of a criminal conviction
should never be a bar to employment overall, in some cases, the nature of the offense might prove
relevant for public safety in making a hiring decision for a specific role.5 But this is not what the
proposed revision would do. Instead of collecting information about serious crimes, expanding
Question 9 would require disclosing information about mere contact with the criminal justice
system, even for conduct that that did not lead to a charge or a conviction. This could mean that
uncharged, dismissed, or diverted cases—those implicating the fewest safety concerns—would be
subject to reporting.6 If the goal of criminal background checks is to “protect the integrity or
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promote the efficiency of the service,”7 then OPM should focus on past behavior that directly
relates to the duties and functions of the job held or sought.
Even if the revised version OF306 is not submitted until very late in the hiring process when a
conditional offer has been made, the information it seeks to capture has little bearing on the
relationship between the job posting and uncharged conduct.8 If a court has already determined
that past conduct did not rise to a level of seriousness warranting criminal punishment, then its
helpfulness to a suitability determination by OMP is insignificant. Mandating an inquiry into
diversionary outcomes would not yield relevant information to make an employment decision but
instead introduce misleading and potentially prejudicial information about future applicants.

B. The sought information in the revision to Question 9 would undermine final decisions
made by prosecutors and judges.
The proposed change in OF306 would second-guess prosecutors and judges who exercise
discretion about what conduct must be prosecuted to secure a criminal conviction.9 There are more
than 3,000 problem-solving or diversion courts that operate in the United States.10 Through these
courts, judges and prosecutors may recommend a diversion from traditional prosecution for people
who commit low-level, nonviolent offenses when prosecution would be “counterproductive,
ineffective, or unwarranted.”11 More importantly for OPM’s consideration, diversion programs
allow flexibility for people whose offenses are deemed minor enough—providing an opportunity
to avoid incurring a criminal record that can negatively impact them for years to come.12 The mark
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of a criminal record is a serious matter and has lasting effects.13 For precisely that reason, diversion
provides accountability for conduct deemed low-level enough not to warrant punishment or the
burden of a lifetime of scrutiny.
If OPM were to require that all future applicants provide details about participation in a
diversionary program, it would nullify the effectiveness of diversion by substituting careful
judgement by prosecutors and judges for aimless speculation about past conduct.14 Imposing a
rule to dig through uncharged or dismissed conduct runs directly counter to the purpose of having
an alternative to prosecution in the first place. In sum, changing OF306 would not provide benefit
to OPM, the federal agencies, nor the countless Americans who have experienced some connection
to the criminal justice system.
II.

Proposed changes would discourage potential applicants and limit economic
opportunity for qualified individuals.

It is estimated that over 70 million Americans—or 1 in 3 adults—have a record of arrest or
conviction.15 For a rule change implicating such a broad portion of our workforce, understanding
its potential impacts is key. Asking applicants about mere interactions with the justice system
beyond their actual convictions adds an extra level of scrutiny they would not face in over a dozen
states or when applying to a growing movement of private sector companies.16
Learning about applicants’ participation in diversion programs does little to promote safety. In
fact, given the importance of employment to avoiding recidivism, the reduced opportunities the
rule would create could make our communities more dangerous.17
Moreover, this change would reduce the quality of the federal workforce by deterring
otherwise qualified applicants. We should trust our law enforcement and courts when they believe
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a defendant’s conduct is minor enough to be addressed without pursuing a criminal conviction.
The point of diversion programs is to provide defendants an opportunity to avoid the harmful
employment consequences that a conviction record creates and a second chance to realize their
full potential. The proposed rule would nullify these programs’ benefits for federal job-seekers.

III.

Conclusion

The Trump Administration has made admirable progress advancing criminal justice reform. If
fully implemented, the historic First Step Act promises to give better opportunities to current and
former prisoners to successfully re-enter society and contribute to their communities. The proposed
change to OF306 would directly undermine the President’s criminal justice reform agenda by
stymieing re-entry efforts recently highlighted at the White House earlier this month.18
Unnecessarily expanding OF306 to ask about conduct not serious enough to warrant a criminal
penalty is irrelevant to the safety concerns of the hiring process, unwisely second-guesses the more
informed decisions of our justice system, and lowers the quality of the federal applicant pool by
deterring applicants. In short, the proposed rule change provides almost no benefit at a heavy cost.
For these reasons, Americans for Prosperity and Freedom Partners urges the Office of Personnel
Management to avoid erecting an unnecessary barrier to opportunity to over a third of American
adults in seeking federal employment.

Sincerely,
Mark Holden
Chairman | Freedom Partners Chamber of Commerce

Brent Gardner
Chief Government Officer | Americans for Prosperity
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